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Old books described fencing as a combat skill where your life depended on it. It was necessary to

defeat your enemies and protect yourself on the battlefield. They described attacks with sharp point

of the blade and the cutting edges, it talked about honor, and bravery and physical fitness

necessary to dodge attacks and swing the weapon. Since then fencing has become a sport

primarily concerned with physical fitness and educational aspects. Fencing develops strength,

endurance, agility it also develops personal qualities like determination, courage, self-control,

perseverance, the will to win, and like no other sport it fosters proactive quick thinking. This book

provide insights into saber fencing techniques, strategies, training tips and tournament preparation

for beginner, intermediate fencers and their parents.
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This book is incredibly helpful to the parent who wants to understand saber fencing. It is well written,

very informative and written for the neophyte parent of a new saber fencer. There are many

concepts in fencing and many rules related to competition. This books explains the important ones

in context. Frankly, I found the book so useful that I bought several copies to give as gifts to other

parents at the fencing club so that they can understand the sport in which their kids are investing so

much great time.

A good read for beginner fencers as well as parents who want to know the ins and outs of saber

fencing. Cute illustrations!I am taking one star off due to poor editing and typos. It blows my mind

that someone would go through the trouble of publishing a book without having it edited or



proofread first.

Our 8-year old son began saber fencing around 9 months ago. We wanted to get him a book about

it as well (also the book would be for us and his siblings) and ordered this book on . The

explanations, language level, illustrations -- everything -- are completely appropriate and he loves

the book and we do, too.

We are a first-year fencing family - and this book has been a godsend! It can be very confusing at

the beginning, but Michael has managed to find a way to describe all the different things happening

around a tournament so that things make sense for a spectator.Our daughter has learned a lot from

this book. Coaching is very good at her school, but she can continue her training on her own time

outside of school with the exercises and concepts outlined.It's often hard to make the complex

appear simple - Michael has done it perfectly!
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